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HiddenTextor
 

The Esoteric Symbolism of the Viral Video “I, Pet Goat II” 
Comments by HiddenTextor – using the Alchemye List of Nostradamus 
I, Pet Goat II 
A SUMMARY 
Let us start with the title. PET GOAT 11.1, because that is what it is 
First, because the alphabet blocks around the goat’s neck are like 
scrabble tiles, we will take into account the three blanks. These can be 
found on the blackboard around which GW Bush tries to create a smoke 
screen. The missing letters are “U” and “IO”. ‘U’ is Urania  & ‘Io” a moon 
When added to the title, we will scrabble the blocks and this is the 
warning: 

GET ATOP 11. 1:  TIP, EAU TO GO 
PUT GATE OOI – A.U. GO TIPTOE,   
IT  UP AGE TOO   

Meaning:   
“Get as high up as you can on Thursday November 1 2012. 
The Earth will tip (and a pun) – oceans to go. All Time Portals set to 0:001. 
The Astronomical Units to spread gently; that is:  our orbit… 
This will make the calendars longer too”. Our year will be 1,260 days long 
There are two well-known and belov.ed prophets who say the same thing: 
1.Da Vinci: 
OF RE-MOVING ON ALL SAINTS' DAY, the day after HALLOWEEN  
falls on Thursday, November 1, 2012  
           “Many shall leave their own dwellings, and shall carry with     
            them all their goods and go to dwell in other lands.  
OF ALL SOULS' DAY  
All Souls Day falls on Friday, November 2, 2012  
          “How many will there be who will mourn for their dead          
           ancestors, carrying lights for them!  
Due to the great darkness 
2.Nostradamus: 
 

 

10, 71 
La terre & l’air gelleront si grand eau, 
Lors qu'on viendra pour jeudi venerer: 
Ce qui sera jamais ne feut si beau, 
Des quatre parts le viendront honnorer. 

 
The air sea and earth will freeze very greatly (like The Day after Tomorrow) 
When they will come to venerate Thursday:                         (All Saints Day) 
That which is to come will never be as fair                            (as it once was) 
Will come to honour the four parts of it.                   (North East West South) 

 

1, 50 
De l'aquatique triplicit naistra. 
D'un qui fera le jeudi pour sa feste: 
Son bruit, loz, regne, sa puissance croistra, 
Par terre & mer aux Oriens tempeste. 

 
Per the three water signs will it be borne                    (the direction of travel 
One will celebrate Thursday as its birthday.                          (All Saints Day 
ITS  renown, then (that time), reign, her importance will increase (Earth/her 
Troubles by earth (quake) and sea to the East                              (of France 

Other clues in the Hidden Texts have been: 
10 8 3 Pyramis: October 23 + 9 (Teth) = NOVEMBER 1ST 
10 8 3 Sycamore Tree (Mulberry tree, flooding/October 23 (in Scorpio) plus Teth (9 days) 

 

 

The opening scene shows a neutered wether goat…the type we eat. 
There are six of everything: the lights, the strands of barbed wire, the boxes.  
The 666 brand on its forehead.  
The goat is “in Capricorn” 
 The boxes contain guillotines… 
The very negative Other Worlder space craft are cubes and rectangular. 
This is a clever but silly goat – he can spell and draw stick figures, but he did not 
see the dark coming.    The dark of no sun and no atmosphere, a nuclear winter. 
THE NUMBER 666 
“The smallest reward for the Muslim in paradise is an abode where there are 72 virgins and 
80,000 [divide by 12 = 666.666 repeater] servants” 

http://vigilantcitizen.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/ipetgoat1-e1341587170120.jpg
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When the planes struck the World Trade Center in September 11 2001, Bush was inside a classroom reading the book My Pet Goat 
to children.  
And he had it upside down when he was “reading it to the class” 
The Masonic checkerboard floor of the classroom might signify that this whole charade has a ritualistic component to it. 
Not to mention the pentacle it is in, the FIVE ELEMENTS:  Air Earth Metal Water and Wood  

 

The Rider Waite deck and Aleister Crowley’s Thoth/Anu/Apes deck. 
(pron. Ah-pees is the obs. for Sirius-Anu.bis) here:  
The Magus is a pentacle card. The Thoth deck calls this earth element "disks." 
Other decks call them shields, coins—or even stones.  
All represent the element "earth."  
The idea of the disk encompasses the circle, the wheel, the cog, or the mill 
wheel of the universe.  
The disc – is the “blank disc” prior to information being implanted.  A good 
description of an empty  “container” before cloning it to become G.W. Bush 
In a SHIELD you have a symbol of protection, something you can place 
between yourself and the aggressor. 
The SHIELD is the obsolete name for Saturn – Because it will shield the Earth 
In quatrain 1. 2 - Nostradamus describes: La vierge en 

Meaning:    virgin, unfertilized, blank cassette, disk  
60Thoth Hermes Ningishzidda/Anu …the 60th name the Anu use 

In this sequence GW Bush morphed into Obama – basically a complete segué.  
This was saying, of course, that there is no difference between them, even though they are of opposing parties. 

 

The ‘sunburst’ on the human is a halo, meaning this is an Other Worlder – from 
Orion… who are ‘light beings’… “I am the Way, the Truth and the Light”  
(and: I am a wrathful god) 
The graffiti on the board shows negative fertility (penis points to the left) 
As well as indicating genetically controlled breeding 
Is that a marine hanging, with part of the word EVOL _T with “YOU” (U) MISSING 
Indicating this Bush is a clone. This explains the youthful features and the Asperger’s 
like social lack of connectivity.  The “IO” is also absent. Io is where the Draco Oannes 
stay. These are the three letters to add to the title. 
There is a clock on the wall – showing noon, in America. The Towers did not fall at 
noon. Another scene has Big Ben in London showing the same time. This tells us that 
NOON in the northern hemisphere (in Capricorn) will be very meaningful 

 

 

The “F minus F” is the algebraic principle of the Frank Drake Equation. The answer…? 

Is it “function minus function” or is it the power of “minus 1?” 

DISJOINTED BRAIN: The problem “William” had (interview with Linda Moulton Howe) 
is that the Tau Cetians had to “fix” the division of his brain for him to see ‘clearly’.    
This was quite traumatic for him, but highly effective. Dan Burisch received the same. 
A GREY three toed dragon, (Draco) VERY LOW CLASS – indicates reptoids and the 
YEAR OF THE DRAGON…in which there are many homes burnt much loss of sea life 
and the return of marines (soldiers) BEING SACRIFICED….shown on the board 
IN ORDER FOR MORE MONEY TO BE MADE FROM THE WAR MACHINE 
CONDALEEZA RICE sits in the wings – a lady in waiting  
(“FINAL PRESIDENT” Century 2 Quatrain 96 Line 2 of the Hidden Texts of Nostradamus) 

The Drake equation is an equation used to estimate the number of detectable extraterrestrial civilizations in the Milky Way galaxy. It is used in the field of Search for 
Extra Terrestrial Intelligence  The equation was devised by Frank Drake, Emeritus Professor of Astronomy and Astrophysics at the University of California, Santa Cruz. 
 

 

Mixing metaphors here, three of them. 
 

Sleeping Beauty awakes… 
The temptation of Eve… 
Alice has landed – awoken - in Hades 
 

“Hades” is where the star-gates need to be. In a stable geological environment. 
 

Dr.  Michio Kaku  once said ; 
 “If time travel were possible – it would have to be done in stages”. 
 
Later, we will see that is quite so. 

 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extraterrestrial_life
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Milky_Way
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Galaxy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SETI
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SETI
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frank_Drake
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/University_of_California,_Santa_Cruz
http://vigilantcitizen.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/ipetgoat2-e1341588666489.jpg
http://vigilantcitizen.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/ipetgoat16-e1341588922148.jpg
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The 12 deaf dumb and blind “apostles” behind her are 
“damaged” or mutated eggs… 
 

Twelve always means the Anun.nakim are involved  
(and that includes our 12 months and so on) 
This is Alice in Wonderland - see the rabbit/hare?   
She is in the circle of “knowing”  a toxic circle for those who 
know. This also represents the wages (price) of using the stage 
gate/ stargate… 
The leaping stag means two things: Orion and “in Capricorn” 
Lepus the hare is at theright  foot of Orion, as is Erid.anus at the left 

In the year of the Hare (2011) contaminated  apple due to 
Fukushima…the radiactive oily ring in which she is caught 

 

Obama is concerned by the awakening of this girl. (Barracuda) 
Yes, she is the “initiated”, another word for “uninitiated” is “leper” in the alchemye list 
She is also Alice who has stumbled through a time portal…hereafter called a stage gate 
And here is the proof… 

 

 

From Project Camelot.org 
 "Project Tiamat shall give birth to the true purpose of 

Project Lotus." 
Gaining possession of something called the "Lotus "   
Lotus Protocol:  
A genesis mechanism associated with the tree of life and time portals.  

 CMT: (Charcot-Marie-Tooth) CMT is a hereditary 
progressive neuromuscular disorder that primarily 
affects the feet, legs and hands and their glycoprotein 
problems. "Essentially they were losing heat… 

They were not transmitting energy, something like a dystrophy." 
 DR DAN BURISCH  

 

6, 32 
Par trahison de verges mort battu, 
Prins surmont sera par son desordre: 
Conseil friuole au grand captif sentu, 
Nez par fureur quant Berlch viendra mordre. 

Battered to death by rods (He rod45) for treason,             
Crashed Roswell craft  killed the Pegasus greys 
Captured he will be overcome through his disorder:    The J –Rod52 
Frivolous counsel held out to the great captive                          MJ12 
NOSE (Pegasus greys) in fury when "Berich" (Burisch) arrives 

http://www.bonesinger.com/essaycreate.html 
ANYONE EVER WONDERED WHY THE NAME “MJ12”? M = ORION. J/Y/I = SIRIUS/YSUS  & 12 = THE ANU 

 

We are then taken to the cold and snowy outside world around the school.  (Barracuda) 
This is the ice age caused by several things, three of which are: 

The Ocean Conveyor reversing 
Our Earth being moved off her orbit 
Vulcanism under the ice caps caused by passing Nibiru solar system –  
creating great floods which transpire into rain which freezes 

 

 
The abandoned school has 8 windows each 
with 6 panes.  
This is 48 panes of glass. 4 + 8 = 12.  
The Anu just can’t help it. 
 

My suspicion is that they were involved with 
the making of this video. 
 

It is mid-day and it is the dark of ‘sack cloth’ –  

 

On the school wall is a graffiti saying “Psalm 23″. 
The Biblical verse that is referred to by the graffiti appears to foretell the journey viewers are about to embark on. 

http://www.bonesinger.com/essaycreate.html
http://vigilantcitizen.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/ipetgoat15-e1341590213624.jpg
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The Lord is my shepherd, I lack nothing. He makes me lie down in green pastures, he leads me beside quiet waters, he refreshes my 

soul. He guides me along the right paths for his name’s sake. (In the NAME OF  Jesus).   Even though I walk through the valley of 
the shadow (the trip to our new orbit)  of death I will fear no evil, for you are with me;   your rod and your staff (pun on ‘workers’) 

“Rod” is a pseudonym for a “Che-rub” which is a (J-Rod52) grey.  
“Staff” (Thyrsos) can mean ‘branch’ (which means in Virgo, but there are other meanings - here) 
Or ‘wand’ which is Mistletoe Day, Pillar, shape shifting, December 23,  Jupiter,  Air and Fire 
 

  BRANCHES the mystery word in Cent.1  Q 2 
de Branches 
from brancher                the Verb…connect up, to plug in        
The same problem arises here that Erika Cheetham had – 
… the entire word is in capitals      
Branch in the obsolete tables HAS SEVERAL INTENTIONS: 
BRANCH: held by Cepheus the crowned (reptilian) king. This is 
Thurisaz the thorn sky rune, meaning standing at the gateway 
BRANCH: of the whale’s tail in Cetus Constellation in the south 
(the Tau Cetian branch of humanity):  
(said by Nostradamus to be the new North Pole constellation) 
BRANCHUS: SEER by Apollo to be used here I believe as SEE-ER 
 

ATHENE the branch who gives 
VIRGO: the seed to be borne (carried) to fruition 
ATUM:  (Gemini) – Mercury/Thoth the Messenger 
BRANCH: held by Boötes the guardian of the flock 
PALM BRANCH: held by Hercules the hero (Utu of the Anu 
GRACIOUS BRANCH: Lambadia, Mercy. Libra the balance 
PROCYON: the branch, Redeemer be, then in Gemini 
SERPHA the branch – He the Desired, Seriphot the fiery ones 
BRANCHES – the Seer under Didymus the grammarian 
BOUGH: the infant Branch was Coma –  
thought to have been the Star of Bethlehem.     
Is also ASTREA in Virgo (and an asteroid)  

“they comfort me. You prepare a table before me in the presence of my enemies”.  Means “You are my host” 
“Enemy” is an obsolete word for “in Capricorn, the first decan” and the second decan of Cancer (Ursa Major) 
You anoint my head with oil;  
Anoint: when crowning a king, this meaning is both Cepheus and in Libra 
“my cup overflows”.  
Cup means the dice cup of Perseus aka Algol the ghoul. Other ‘cups’ are Ganymede (near Io) and Aquarius 
“Surely your goodness and love will follow me all the days of my life, and I will dwell in the house of the Lord forever”. 
“House of the Lord” is one of the twelve houses of the zodiac, or the other twelve “houses” of constellations such as Orion, 
and this one does mean Orion                                                                                                                                                           - Psalm 23, NIV 

A World in Decay 
The outside world is dark, radioactive, cold and literally in decay.  
It is sad, corrupt and everything is shaking and crumbling down. 
It is dark due to no atmosphere and due to being ‘far out’ from 
our sun, which is “hidden,  eclipsed by Mercury” 4 29 
 

At one point, two towers – reminiscent of the WTC – fall down.  
 

We then learn that it was an inside job.  
 

Bin Laden is wearing a CIA badge, hinting to the fact that he was a tool used by the American government to advance its agenda. 
(Barracuda) – I  agree, a patsy more like it. 
 

 CONCEIVED IN 1997 
 

And steam cleaned in late 2001 due to a severe fire in 
the cathedral 

Appearing at St John The Divine Cathedral NY.  
An inside job then?  

Not by any obvious  Islamic person! 
 

“The pagan intellectuals re-clothed their original 
ideas in a garment of Christian phraseology but 
bestowed the keys of the symbolism only upon 
those duly initiated and bound to secrecy” 
- vigilantcitizen.com 
Manly P. Hall, The Secret Teachings of All Ages 

 
 

http://vigilantcitizen.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/ipetgoat5-e1341615818358.jpg
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The moon crescent, a symbol associated with Islam, is reversed, which may be a way of saying that all this Al-Qaeda stuff is a 
perversion and an exploitation of Islam. (Barracuda) 
Islam is closely related to the Anun.nakim and their agenda for ‘humanity’.   There was an Anu named Alla.Lu 
Al Qaida is the name of the main star in Ursa Major, and the American military have made treaties with them… 
The 72 virgins in paradise is the dead give-away that the Anu are involved … FEAR is the key 
 

 

The toxic waste of humanity swallows up the working man. 
The hammer and the sickle represent the honest every day folk who 
are  swallowed  up in other’s plans. In this case: radioactive oil. 
 
Going to the source of the symbol of Russia (the bear) would take us to 
the “hammered bracelet” which is a huge asteroid “cloud” and to the 
sickle/scythe of that part of Leo constellation which includes Denebola. 
The bear of course, is Ursa Major…in league with the Anu. 

 
Controlling the Masses  
The world is under the spell of an evil sorcerer named Drako.  
According to the makers of the movie,  Drako is: 
“The Sorcerer, the unseen hand and spirit of madness seeking ever more control  
through trickery, lies, poisons, false-flag events, wars, and mountains of  
bureaucratic and legal framework to siphon off the energy of the inhabitants of  
the earth. He fears the light of day as he fears life itself, and operates in the shadows.  
His greatest power is his hold on the issuance of the currency.” 
Does this sound like what we call the Illuminati? Yes, yes it does. 
The same way the Illuminati seeks to brainwash children since birth,  
Drako (Draco) preys on this unborn child named Ludovic. (Barracuda: Before It’s News) 
 

 

 

Draco’s reptilian eye awaits the seed of ‘Ludovic’. 
 

The single arm represents Cepheus (of the second coming) 
Where Sirius is the “Prince”, Cepheus is the “king” 
 

This is in vitro breeding – the electric cable is for the light, 
Keeping the correct temperature, the same as chickens. 

 

Draco is a constellation situated behind Sagittarius and involved with Ophiucus which circles the north pole.   
Draco is the “Dreaded Hanix of the North” of Nostradamus… 
When the egg is hatched and the child is born, Drako literally takes control of his mind in a creepy, parasitic way. 
Yes, Draco is fearful that the child man will discover he also is a god.  
It is only by education can the child man avoid the traps of chemical pollution of the mind and remain a god.  
Part of this education is to realize that he is “made in god’s image”. This god has one eye,  again, it is from Orion. 

 

 
The ring in his left ear must mean something –  
is he “Lord of the Rings” of the Haoma?  
Meaning he has access to a stage gate… 
Not an everyday event 
 

Draco has the pyramid Pharaonic beard strapped  
on and one all-seeing eye  …The eye of Orion 
 

 

In Alchemye the one eyed stag is Orion, and is also the first ten days in Capricorn.  
Orion, Sirius and Draco are in league – currently (according to the hidden texts of Nostradamus).   
Orion is the “I am the Light” bringer of Miss Frances Rolleston’s Mazzaroth/Mizraim 
 

Amid all this chaos, a figure emerges with the power to [seemingly] make everything right. (Barracuda) 
 

http://vigilantcitizen.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/ipetgoat14-e1341691313359.jpg
http://vigilantcitizen.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/ipetgoat18-e1341671431214.jpg
http://vigilantcitizen.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/ipetgoat7-e1341672264541.jpg
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Navigating on an Egyptian ceremonial barque, a 
Jesus Christ appears to be in trance. 
 

The “barque” is an Alchemye List name for the Earth 
And it is bar coded 
 
Below: during the course of the breakdown of religion in 
the background, the crown of thorns disappears 

  
THE KNOWLEDGE OF WHERE THE “CHRIST” REALLY COMES FROM WILL DESTROY CONTROLLED RELIGION 
 1. 55   see   4.25 
Babylon land with a climate opposite  
there will be great shedding of blood. 
Heaven will seem unjust both on land and sea and in the air. 
Sects, famine, kingdoms, plagues, confusion. 

 
Saudi Arabia is supposed to become part of the North pole,  
so that would make  Iraq quite cold – opposite to what it currently is 
UFO visits? or comet 
NOTHING FORMERLY IMPORTANT WILL   MATTER 

 4. 25  see  1.55 
Lofty bodies endlessly visible to the eye, 
For their own reasons they will arrive  obscured:                  
Body, forehead included, sense and head invisible, 
Diminishing the sacred prayers. 

 
aliens visiting 
 
 
NOTHING FORMERLY IMPORTANT WILL   MATTER 

 

 

 
There is a barcode on the barque 
This Jesus seems to be a clone 

 

 
 

 

FALSE CHRIST – IN THE NAME OF JESUS – A FRONT 
 

See the black halo and the two empty sides to his face ? 
 

As usual, Anu.bis is the steersman for the trip 
 

Not quite what people are expecting 

 

 

On the left are the faceless Men In Black 

Brought back to life – the “revenant” 

On the right they revere the False Christ 

They do his bidding 

 

 
 

http://vigilantcitizen.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/ipetgoat9-e1341763147854.jpg
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COME FROM THE ONE EYED ORION  
FROM THE DEPTHS OF SPACE 
SHAPESHIFTING AS HE GOES 
HIS STEERSMAN IS ANU.BIS 
GATES IN STAGES – TIME PORTALS TO ORION 
 

The “boat” or the “barque” represents Earth 
and the time portal being used whose destination is Earth  
(from most usually Orion)  
This is the false Christ of Sirius 
The Prince of Dark Men – A negro 

 

  C.4  Quatrain 27 
Salon, Mansol, Tarascon de SEX l'arc, 
Ou est debout encor la piramide: 
Viendront livrer le Prince Dannemarc, 
Rachat honni au temple d'Artemide. 
 
Salon, Tarascon, "Mausol", the "SIX." arc 
Where the pyramid is still standing: 
They will come to deliver the Prince of "Annemark," 
Redemption reviled in the temple of Artemis. 
 

The SIX are the Second Coming 
Prince of Dark men arrives under Giza 

4 27               hidden texts 
HOUSE of  ORION,  SUN  ARSON  ACT *           * (our sun C.M.E.) 
OF SIX  SAT ACORN  IN THE HEAVENS      
The “unholy six” of the  second coming - using the stage gate (acorn) 
astronomic zodiac house    
WHERE STANDS THE PYRAMID (singular) OVER  
1 ‘over’ = depths of hell - an underground  city 
COMING OVER   (by Stargate from Orion)  
DELIVERING DARK MEN  FROM SIRIUS 
Prince of Dark Men = Dannemarc  
HATEFUL TAKEOVER (or REDEMPTION) [blackmail]  
TO ARTEMIS  (Orion) (Wormwood: the threat)  
IN THE TEMPLE        Capitol Hill/The Pyramid 

 

The one warning here is that the second coming will be IN THE NAME of Jesus:   
this is an out and out warning from Nostradamus, where he sates “long awaited he will never come” 10 75 
The chemical world we are saturated in is working heavily against our ability to free the inner eye and the 
Chemical agenda is an Off World plan 
 

 

Aali, a little one eyed Dervish boy who appeared battered and dead 
with a scarab beetle scuttling across his face…rises back to life.  This 
is intended to slot in with Revelation in the Bible, where the Men in 
Black are made “revenant” to be used by those of Orion…for the 
purpose of “swirling”  the Earth outwards 
First: – that is not our moon – is it Io? No, I think it is meant to be 
nearby Ganymede (“cup holder”) not far from where Earth will be. 
Second:- the pointing to a “face” by the scarab means the first ten 
days in any  zodiac sign. 
The Scarab did not just point – it scrabbled all over his face.  
This indicates the first and the second decan in Scorpio! 
Following All Saints and All Souls days? 

The scarab beetle represents the constellation of Cancer in which sits Ursa Major:  obs. = MAR.GID.DA 
These (according to Nostradamus) are the Other Worlders which the American military became involved with. 
Interesting so far, that of the SIX of the Second coming, two which rate more than a mention are Cepheus (ARM) and 
the scarab of Ursa Major MAR.GID.DA.  Placed together one gets ARM.MAR.GID.DA 

CRONE: 
A crone is a woman who never gets to have 

grandchildren.  
She represents time, the change of AGES, and is 

the alter ego of Cronus  the cannibal of time.  
Cronus is also Saturn 

Here she wields a wand in an ORBIT around her 
(see BRANCHES) 

She is Saturn. It is either Earth or Jupiter which 
orbits 

 

http://vigilantcitizen.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/ipetgoat201-e1341767969768.jpg
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1, 48 
Vingt ans du regne de la lune passez 
Sept mil and autre tiendra sa monarchie: 
Quand le soleil prendra ses jours lassez, 
Lors accomplit & mine ma prophetie. 

 
Twenty years of the moon's reign passes.              Saros cycle 
Another (moon) will take up its reign for seven thousand years. 
When the sun begins its exhausted days cycle…          Nebula 
Then my prophecy and warnings will be accomplished. 

 

The Saros moon cycle is an eclipse cycle with a period of 223 synodic months (approximately 6585.3213 days,  
or nearly 18 years 11 1/3 days), which can be used to predict eclipses of the Sun and Moon 
 

20 X 6585.3  days  = 131706 days 
/by 365 = 360.83836 years 
.83836 of a year is 306 days 
/ 30.5 = 10.03 months = OCT 1 
360 years and ten months 
 

But where is the starting point?        360 is divisible by 12 (Ancient sources say 354 years) 
 

1.62 
Le grande parte las que feront les lettres, 
Avant le cycle de Latona parfaict: 
Feu grand deluge plus par ignares sceptres, 
Que de long siecle ne se verra refaict 

 
The great weary departure which will fulfil two letters                   A.D. 
before the cycle of the Moon is completed. 
Fire, greatest flood, because of very uncultivated (uninitiated) rulers; 
Because of long orbit adrift unseen restored. 

 

3 1555 Ianuier. JANUARY 2013 ? 
Le gros airain qui les heures ordonne, 
Sur le trespas du Tyran cassera. 
Pleurs, plaints et cris, eaux, glace pain ne donne 
V. S. C. paix, l'arme passera. 
TARYN = TARYN  means 

ROCKY HILL        GAELIC 
THUNDER NORSE CELTIC 
OF THE EARTH LATIN 
TOWER  ENGLISH/PLANETOID/PYRAMID 
THE REAPER GK 
WILD GOAT HEBREW 
TO CARRY ARABIC-BORNE, CARRIED AWAY 
YOUNG/NEW SANKSRIT 
QUEEN     GRECO ROMAN/CASSIOPEIA 
LITTLE PRINCESS-SCANDINAVIAN-ANDROMEDA 
FROZEN RUSSIA 
FAR TO GO WELSH – INTO NEW ORBIT 
 

The big bronze one (our sun) which arranges the hours of the day  
This is referring to two things: ‘hours’ is Mercury & our orbit 
Upon the wild goat (Capricorn) passing, the placement (of Earth) far to go  
Tears, laments and cries, waters, ice, without bread   
Peace  the V.S.C. the arm (Cepheus) gone by 
 
V=ANDROMEDA 
S=URSA MAJOR EAST (LEECH) date Willow April 15 – May 12 
C=OPHIUCUS  date is Nut – March 22 – 31 and August 5 – Sept 1. 
ARM=CEPHEUS as a date arms means in Gemini 
This is also saying our sun has turned “orange” 
The placement of our Earth ~ far to go 

 
 
 
4 98  1 Les Albanois passeront dedans Rome 

ABLE TRANSPOSE NOSTREDAME~DATED A.D 

NOTED SEAL ~ LORD’S NAME PASSION    
LABELS NORMA’S NORSE EDDA  A   
BASAL BAAL ~ TRANSPOSES D’   
ASPERSIONS* SEPSIS SEA   
SALE (tell)  EL, ON,  ARMS                    or and 
SALE ARMS ~ NO NOEL 
 

*The act of spreading rumours, or the act of anointing (the sea) 
Which they did to hide the BP oil spill  
AlbanoisRome = SOLAR M (Virgo) I (Halloween) A (Dec 21/22)  
 
 

 
 
 
The Alba will pass into Rome: Alba? Greys? Artemis Alba 
=Wormwood? The name of an asteroid – any asteroid. 
TRANSPOSE NOSTRADAMUS INTO THE FUTURE 
PASSION: The Rapture in Revelation? 
NORMA = Leo, part of the treaty. EDDA = asteroid 
BAAL (Anu)  TRANSPOSES (moves) the  MOON 
A: December 21/22      SEPSIS = poisons the seas 
SALE: EL, ON (Oannes)See GOLDEN HOST DOING   
ARMS = Cepheus (reptilian)   …NOEL = Christmas 
ARMS: Gemini = Geminids? 
 
BONE (in Capricorn) AMBROSIAL ONE (Eloim) 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eclipse_cycle
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synodic_month
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eclipse
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sun
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moon

